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An Introduction to GCCNetwork Theory, 2004
This manual provides a complete tutorial introduction to the GNU C and C++ compilers, gcc and g++.    Many books teach the C and C++ languages, this book teaches you how to use the compiler itself.  All the common problems and error messages encountered by new users of GCC are carefully explained, with numerous easy-to-follow "Hello...
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Beginning C# 3.0: An Introduction to Object Oriented Programming (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2008
Beginning C# is a book that offers a lot of guidance, in a format that readers find intuitive to follow. The exercise-based format of the Wrox Beginning series has a strong following by all levels of readers, and is one that works very well in the classroom or home. Written by a veteran programming instructor, this is the perfect mix of tutorial,...
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C++ AMP: Accelerated Massive Parallelism with Microsoft Visual C++Microsoft Press, 2012


	For most of computing history, we benefited from exponential increases in performance

	of scalar processors. That has come to an end. We are now at the dawn of

	the heterogeneous parallel computing era. With all applications being power-sensitive

	and all computing systems being power-limited, from mobile to cloud, future computing...
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Production RenderingSpringer, 2004
In the past, rendering systems used a range of different approaches, each compatible and able to handle certain kinds of images. However, the last few years have seen the development of practical techniques, which bring together many areas of research into stable, production ready rendering tools. Written by experienced graphics software...
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PIC Microcontrollers: Know It All (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written over the past few years and creates a one-stop reference for engineers involved in markets from communications to embedded systems and everywhere in between. 



PIC design and development a natural fit for this reference series as it is one of the most...
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Practical FPGA Programming in C (Prentice Hall Modern Semiconductor Design Series)Prentice Hall, 2005
High-performance FPGA-accelerated software applications are a growing demand in fields ranging from communications and image processing to biomedical and scientific computing. This book introduces powerful, C-based parallel-programming techniques for creating these applications, verifying them, and moving them into FPGA hardware.
The authors...
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Sams Teach Yourself COBOL in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1998
Sams Teach Yourself COBOL in 24 Hours teaches the basics of COBOL programming in 24 step-by-step lessons. Each lesson builds on the previous one providing a solid foundation in COBOL programming concepts and techniques. Coupled with the source code and the compiler available from Fujitsu, this hands-on guide is the easiest, fastest way to begin...
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The Theory and Practice of Compiler Writing (McGraw-Hill computer science series)McGraw-Hill, 1985

	This book is intended as a text for a one- or two-semester course in compiler

	design at the senior undergraduate or introductory graduate level. It can also be

	used as a self-study and reference book in compiler design. The purpose of this

	text is to cover the underlying concepts and techniques used in compiler design.

	Some of...
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Programming Languages and Systems: 9th Asian Symposium, APLAS 2011, Kenting, Taiwan, December 5-7, 2011Springer, 2011

	Traditional software verification algorithms work by using a
	combination of Floyd-Hoare Logics, Model Checking and Abstract Interpretation,
	to check and infer suitable program invariants. However, these
	techniques are problematic in the presence of complex but ubiquitous
	constructs like generic data structures, first-class functions....
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Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns AppliedAddison Wesley, 2001
Modern C++ Design is an  important book. Fundamentally, it demonstrates 'generic patterns' or 'pattern  templates' as a powerful new way of creating extensible designs in C++--a new  way to combine templates and patterns that you may never have dreamt was  possible, but is. If your work involves...
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Modern Compiler Implementation in JavaCambridge University Press, 2002
This textbook describes all phases of a compiler: lexical analysis, parsing, abstract syntax, semantic actions, intermediate representations, instruction selection via tree matching, dataflow analysis, graph-coloring register allocation, and runtime systems. It includes good coverage of current techniques in code generation and register...
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Embedded Microcontroller Interfacing for M CORE SystemsAcademic Press, 2000

	The "M·CORE" family of microprocessors is the latest 32-bit integrated circuit from Motorola designed to be a multi-purpose "micro-controller." The processor architecture has been designed for high performance and cost-sensitive embedded control applications with particular emphasis on reduced power consumption....
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